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Our build season is wrapping up, today being our �inal day to work on
the robot. We've had a busy past week with our open House on
Friday. We also traveled to Sussex on Sunday for a mini regional, to
get a feel for the �ield and to determine how the robot would
perform.
Sussex, hosted by FIRST team #537 Charger Robotics, gives teams the
opportunity to test out their robots on the �ield. Our team did well;
testing the robot out at Sussex gave us the opportunity to see any
design �laws or to determine any improvements we could make. We
are successful climbing the rope, having made some improvements to
the winch. We have also added counterweights to balance the robot
as it climbs, to avoid tilting.
Concerning the open house on Friday, we invited family, friends, and
sponsors to learn more about our team and FIRST Robotics. They
were able to view our team room, the shop, and our robot. We drove
our robot and demonstrated our robot’s capabilities, inviting younger
students to drive the robot as well.
In addition to �inishing the robot, we have created the design for and
personally screen printed our team shirts. We have also created ideas
for our new standard, worked on various designs for our pit and
driver station, and have been working on costume ideas for each
team member.

Today is our last day of the build season, and we are working on the
�inishing touches for our robot; we have been working on the robot's
camera and shooter and have been getting in drive practice. The
mechanical team is currently manufacturing spare parts as well, to be
available at competition. We are also working on updating our
trailer’s interior and lighting and getting our room cleaned and ready.
Thank you again for your support!
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